One-dimensional atomic chains: rich physics in simple structures
MINGJIE LIU, VASILII I. ARTYUKHOV, BORIS I. YAKOBSON, Department of Materials Science and NanoEngineering, Rice University, Houston, TX — Carbyne—1D polymorph of carbon—has been hypothesized since 1960’s, however reproducible techniques of fabricating long carbon chains and measuring their properties have arrived only in the last decade. More recently, 1D chains of other compositions have been fabricated, such as CsI and BN. Here we report our first-principles studies of the properties of carbyne, which shows extreme mechanical performance\(^1\) as well as strongly strain-sensitive electronic properties.\(^2\) We also study 1D nanostructures of boron which shows a reversible tension-driven transition from metallic ribbons to insulating atomic chains with an unusual antiferromagnetic ground state.\(^3\)
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